
Chief Technology Officer (CTO)

JaSure builds and operates a modern, cloud-first digital insurance platform. The platform powers a

suite of on-demand insurance products that protect our client’s most valued assets. Clients

manage cover and submit claims in the app; no brokers, paperwork or call centres. JaSure

comprises a team of dynamic, talented and experienced technology, marketing and insurance

professionals from diverse backgrounds. JaSure is part of the Santam Group.

Santam is the leading short-term insurer in South Africa with a market share of more than 22%.

The business provides a diverse range of insurance products and services in Southern Africa and

internationally through a network of 2,700 intermediaries and direct channels.

Insurance is one of the biggest markets in the world because everybody has to manage their risks.

Large, traditional insurers move slowly and struggle to innovate. We believe that, with the right

team, we can build a business that succeeds in redefining personal insurance for the 21st century.

The role
The CTO’s focus is ensuring the business’ objectives can be best achieved through the use of

technology. At JaSure, we rely on the CTO to design and build world-class systems, shape

technology strategy, and lead and grow the Technology team. We’re looking for a full-stack CTO

who can guide architectural designs and implementation, as well as contribute strategically across

UX, data, product, and business.

You are capable of leading in all areas of our tech stack: cloud infrastructure, back-end, mobile,

web, and IT ops. The CTO joins at an exciting growth phase as we substantially grow the

Technology team during 2022. The CTO will set the direction for culture within the Technology

team and broader business, establishing JaSure as a preferred employer for South African

technology professionals.



Culture
In short: take responsibility for deliverables and treat each other with respect. We are building a

business where the following are valued:

● Reasoned argument

● Respect

● Foster the team’s growth and have fun

● Take ownership, be accountable

● Leadership is a role not a rank

Environment
● Market-related compensation with benefits

● Remote first (access to co-share offices in Johannesburg and Cape Town)

● Flexible working hours

● 27 days annual leave

Qualifications and experience
● Prior Engineering management experience (e.g. CTO, Principal Engineer, Team Lead)

● Relevant tertiary qualification (e.g. computer science, engineering, mathematics, etc.)

● Experience in an AWS technology environment using multiple AWS services (e.g. RDS, S3,

Lambda, API Gateway, SQS , SNS, etc.)

● Extensive experience with Python

● Familiar with mobile application development

● Exceptional team management skills

● Excellent verbal and written communication

● Extensive technology industry knowledge with an eye towards the future



Responsibilities
● Owns the overall technology vision and strategy for the business

● Remains abreast of the dynamic technology landscape and passionate about matching the

right technology to the problem

● Oversees the design and engineering of high quality software systems; this includes

contributing directly to development activities (e.g. feature development, code reviews,

approving PRs)

● Oversees all system design and changes in system architecture

● Monitors technology operations and directs proactive and reactive maintenance initiatives

● Tracks, analyses and monitors technology performance metrics

● Ensures engineering practises are aligned with industry best practises

● Cares deeply about the customer experience

● Makes the final tech decisions, on the best advice of the Engineering team

● Creates a positive culture and employee experience across the Engineering team

● Grows the Engineering team in terms of recruitment, networking, and brand-building

● Manages the Engineering team in terms of project delivery, mentoring, professional

development, and performance

Next steps
Interested applicants are requested to submit a CV to jobs@jasure.com with the subject line

“CTO”.

If you have not heard from us within 2 weeks of submitting your CV, we regret this means you have

not progressed to the next stage of the application process.

mailto:jobs@jasure.com


Interview process
JaSure’s interview process for interested candidates is the following:

1. Introductory call

This is a short video call to give the candidate an introduction to the company and role,

along with giving the candidate an opportunity to introduce themselves.

2. System design and technical deep dive

This is a 90 minute video call where the candidate is given a relevant system design

problem that they need to complete during the interview in collaboration with the

interviewer(s). Thereafter, the candidate will talk through a real-world problem (or two)

that they have worked on. The interviewer(s) will delve into the chosen architectural

set-up, technical decisions, trade-offs, etc.

3. Leadership assessment

This is a 75 minute video call where the candidate engages with the CEO and other

member(s) of the executive team. The discussion explores the candidate’s managerial

background, experience, learnings and insights. The interview is used to understand the

candidate’s leadership style, and how the candidate elevates the executive team.

4. Meet the team

This is a 60 minute video call where the candidate will get the chance to meet team

members from Engineering, as well as other areas of the business. The session is

conversational and free-flowing in nature.


